It takes a GREAT writer to create a GREAT WRITING series

“The Great Writing series bridges the gap from ESL writers to mainstream writers.”
Keith Folse

Why should you use the NEW edition of the Great Writing series?

- It’s the ONLY ESL writing series authored by Keith Folse, employing his successful and proven approach.
- It’s the ONLY ESL writing series with ExamView® and a Classroom Presentation Tool for MORE teaching support!
- It has MORE writing models than any other ESL writing series!

elt.heinle.com/greatwriting
Based on the combined class feedback and the comments and corrections from the “Teacher’s Comments” on the previous pages, the class has the opportunity to include final edits and comments on a clean draft of the original writing model.

The last draft reflects the corrections and comments made on the “Teacher Comments” screen. Students can use this updated draft as a clear model of positive writing techniques and concepts.
Great Authors,  
Great Writing Models,  
Great Teaching Support...  

**GREAT WRITING series**  
New Edition

Individual and peer editing opportunities in every unit offer focused guidelines for effective editing practice.

Student writing opportunities in every unit allow for engaging, easy-to-follow lessons.
“Writing Goals” at the beginning of every unit provide a clear roadmap for the instruction that follows.

Guided, structured activities make it easy for students to quickly master writing tasks.

Integrated grammar lessons teach and practice the grammar necessary to accomplish the writing goals of the unit.

“Additional models help us on specific writing of multiple rhetorical

"Additional models help us on specific writing of multiple rhetorical...
NEW TO THIS EDITION
“Building Better Vocabulary” activities enhance the vocabulary knowledge necessary for great writing.

“Writer’s Note” sections provide relevant writing-skill instruction that supports the unit’s writing goals.

NEW TO THIS EDITION
“Timed Writing” activities prepare students for success on standardized tests like the TOEFL®.
New edition of a GREAT WRITING series

Make your students’ writing even GREATER with the addition of Collins COBUILD dictionaries!

Now with free dictionary mobile application!”

COBUILD To Go Dictionary of American English 978-1-111-35122-9
COBUILD Illustrated Basic Dictionary of American English 978-1-4240-0081-4
COBUILD Advanced Dictionary of American English 978-1-4240-0363-1

For more information, visit us at elt.heinle.com, contact your local Representative, or call 877-633-3375
elt.heinle.com/greatwriting